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Challenge 3A: Podcast Script (Tex-Ray) 
Cast (4) 
Person A: Host  
Person B: Host 2 
Person C: David 
Person D: Sophie 
 
Copywriting tone: Engaging, pop cultural, smart, with an edge of tongue-in-cheek humor.  
 
HOST 2: You’re in a taxi, heading to your friend’s twenty-fifth birthday party. Lily has promised that the                  
party is going to be a real banger. Kegs, liquor, lots of new people. The whole deal. After all, Lily’s only                     
turning twenty-five once! When you get to Lily’s house, she pulls you into a sweet-smelling embrace, and                 
directs you to the drink table, but on your way there you excuse yourself to the restroom to touch up your                     
red lipstick and check that your starched shirt collar is still arranged neatly in place. It is. Phew. You’re a                    
little early, and there are only a few people in the room you’re in. You pour yourself a drink and start                     
chatting with the girl next to you.  
 
[Sound of drink clinking]  
 
She’s also into a lot of the same stuff that you are. She’s also working in retail. Odd. The room starts to                      
fill with people, and you sip your punch and gossip, hearing stories of people who are, like you,                  
sometimes struggling to cover rent, or are working a couple jobs to support their artistic dreams. A little                  
tipsy, you weave your way through the chatty crowd, and suddenly, you glimpse another door open down                 
the hall. Those people in there, for the second that you see them, are glittering.  
 
[Glittery sound]  
 
Just dripping in sequins and diamonds. They’re under chandeliers. Is that a ball gown? and tailcoats?                
They look great. God, what’s going on in there? Seems like it’s the place to be. You start down the                    
hallway, but the door slams shut in your face. 
 
[Slam sound, and subsequent echo.] 
 
You run over and knock, but nobody comes to open it. What? Why can’t you go in there? You notice Lily                     
leaning against the wall of the hallway. Hey, you say. What’s the deal? Can’t I go in? Lily laughs at your                     
confusion. Of course not! That’s for the people who earn a half-million or more a year. Last time I                   
checked-- Lily pulls out a notebook from her pocket-- you were only at thirty thousand. So you’re in your                   
own room with the rest of your bracket. Twenty-five to forty thousand dollar salary. I sorted everyone                 
into rooms before the party. Better that way, don’t you think? You’re stunned. What! I didn’t even know                  
that there were other people at this stupid party! You storm away and knock at each of the closed doors                    
that lead off from your room, but they’re all locked. You’ve been judged and sorted, and it doesn’t seem                   
that there’s any chance that you can change that, because Lily has the keys to all the doors. Fuming, you                    
find Lily and give her a piece of your mind. This is so unfair! I want us all to be together. How do you                        
know my future best friend isn’t in that room? You point to the diamond room’s door. Lily furrows her                   



brows. I wanted everyone to stay at the party as long as possible. This is the best way to ensure that                     
everyone feels comfortable. She tosses her hair. Plus, those people in there-- they don’t want to talk to                  
you. They honestly don’t. Your best chance at finding a friend is in your room there. 
 
HOST: You’re probably feeling pretty unsettled at this party, and especially at Lily’s comments. Lily’s               
currency is financial, right? Based on your salary. And segregating people based on that currency seems                
super unfair, doesn’t it? But you might not even know that most of apps you’re using every day do this                    
exact same process for different currencies, and the choices that you think you’re making, the rooms you                 
think you belong in, the people that you meet, the drinks that are offered to you, in this metaphor that is,                     
are almost never a product of your free choice, or a true reflection of everything that might be available.                   
Welcome to today’s episode on a platform where the party rooms are indeed algorithmically separated               
based on the currency of beauty. Yep. That’s right. Today we’re going to tex-ray Tinder.  
 
 

[Show intro.] 
[Music: 5 sec]  
 
BOTH HOSTS SPEAKING: 
You’re listening to Episode 1 of Tex-Ray,* where each week we put various tech apps under our                 
metaphorical x-ray [Both laugh], and tell you how they work and why! Get ready to never look at                  
anything on your phone the same way again--but remember, you didn’t hear it from us! [Sparkle                
sound] 
 
[Music fades out: 5 sec] 
[End show intro.] 

* Show name is a portmanteau of “tech” and “x-ray” 
 
HOST: Right, so today we’ll be taking a look at how Tinder works through the story of two hypothetical                   
Tinder users, Sophie and David. Tinder, in case you’ve been living under a rock-- 
 
HOST 2: [HOST name]! [Laugh] 
 
HOST: [Laugh] Sorry! I mean, in case you’re unfamiliar with it, Tinder is a [rustle papers] [clear throat]                  
location-based social media mobile app that allows users to like (swipe right) or dislike (swipe left) other                 
users, and allows users to chat if both parties swiped to the right. This is called a double opt-in system.                    
The app is used as a dating app or hookup app, depending on the user's individual preference. We’ll trace                   
David and Sophie’s journey through the app’s experience as typical users, and explain how Tinder sorts                
its users based on something called an Elo score.  
 
HOST 2: The Elo rating system was developed originally by Hungarian physics professor Arpad Elo in                
order to rate chess players. Elo’s big innovation was thinking of rating as a contextual act, which was                  
really different from the earlier Harkness system, which rated players based on the subjective value of                
certain accomplishments. In a Harkness rating system, someone who won a gold medal in the Olympics                
might be given ten times the number of points as the bronze-medal winner, even though they both won                  
games in the same sport. The Elo system is based on objective statistical estimation. So, for example, if                  
we say a chess player has a score of 187, that number doesn’t mean anything to an outsider. Elo suggested                    



that a better way to rate people would be to simply do it by who won. If one chess player won, that win                       
itself would be proof that she was a better player, eliminating the need for some sort of number rating                   
system. 
 
HOST The Elo score had a moment in the spotlight, if you all can remember, in The Social Network, the                    
2010 movie telling the story of Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook. In the film, Mark develops Facemash, an                
early prototype of Facebook that allowed users to rank people, in this case, girls, based on hotness. In this                   
case, beauty becomes a zero-sum game like chess, where “winning” means being hotter.  
 
[Pulled audio (Part I) from The Social Network] 
 
MARK: Yeah, it’s on. I’m not gonna do the farm animals but I like the idea of comparing two people                    
together. It gives the whole thing a very “Turing” feel since people’s ratings of the pictures will be more                   
implicit than, say, choosing a number to represent each person’s hotness like they do on hotornot.com.                
The first thing we’re going to need is a lot of pictures. Unfortunately, Harvard doesn’t keep a public                  
centralized facebook so I’m going to have to get all the images from the individual houses that people are                   
in. Let the hacking begin. 
 
[Pulled audio (Part II) from The Social Network] 
 
EDUARDO: What’s going on?  
MARK: Perfect timing. Eduardo’s here and he’s going to have the key ingredient.  
EDUARDO: Mark.  
MARK: Wardo.  
EDUARDO: You and Erica split up?  
MARK: How did you know that?  
EDUARDO: It’s on your blog.  
MARK: Yeah.  
EDUARDO: Are you alright?  
MARK: I need you.  
EDUARDO: I’m here for you.  
MARK: No, I need the algorithm you use to rank chess players.  
EDUARDO: Are you okay?  
MARK: We’re ranking girls.  
EDUARDO: You mean other students?  
MARK: Yeah.  
EDUARDO: You think this is such a good idea?  
MARK: I need the algorithm.  
EDUARDO: Mark--  
MARK: I need the algorithm.  
 
[EDUARDO is writing an equation with a grease marker on the window. When the equation’s done it                 
looks like this: Girl A: Ea = 1 1 + 10(Rb - Ra) / 400 15. Girl B: Eb = 1 1 + 10(Ra - Rb) / 400]  
 
EDUARDO: Give each girl a base rating of 1400. At any given time “Girl A” has a rating R-a and “Girl                     
B” has a rating R-b.  
MARK: When any two girls are matched up there’s an expectation of which will win based on their                  
current rating, right?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPazh2kDdvA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLsM1z8lX_A


EDUARDO: Yes. And those expectations are expressed this way.  
MARK: Let’s write it. 
 
[End pulled audio.]  
 
HOST: What Zuckerberg proposed in this movie is actually a pretty good comparison for Tinder,               
considering that Facebook came well before Tinder. Well, I’ll let them duke that one out in court                 
themselves. IP and all. Gotta stay out of that mess. But Tinder does essentially what that early Facebook                  
did-- when you first join the app, you earn a place, based on the swipes you’re getting, in the desirability                    
scale of the app. The only users that are then shown to you to “swipe” on are ones who are in the range of                        
your Tinder Elo number. We’ll be getting into the precise mechanics of this later in the show, but for                   
now, let’s turn to our guests for the show! Welcome, Sophie! 
 
SOPHIE: Hiya. [Nervous laugh]  
 
HOST: Hey, David!  
 
DAVID: Hey man.  
 
HOST 2: Just to let you know, Sophie and David didn’t hear each others’ answers until after the show                   
was taped.  
 
HOST: So let’s get started! What’s the story of how you ended up on Tinder? What about the platform                   
was appealing to you? 
 
SOPHIE: The story? [Laughs] Oh boy, not sure if there’s really a good story here! Yeah, I guess I thought                    
I did it differently from most people but I don’t think I did, really, looking back on it now. [Giggle] I had                      
broken up with my boyfriend about six months ago, and even though I was over him and ready to start                    
going out again. And I guess I was whining about it a bit to my friends and they told me I should shut up                        
and get on Tinder. [Laughs] At first I said no because, you know, it’s Tinder, and I thought there was                    
something a little bit gross about it, a little desperate, but one of my best friends met her boyfriend on                    
Tinder so I said I’d try it. And one night--I still remember the night [giggle]--we got a little drunk and we                     
made a profile for me. I wanted an older guy, more mature, you know, so I put my age range a little                      
higher than mine…  
 
HOST 2: And how old are you? 
 
SOPHIE: 23. 
 
HOST 2: David, why did you join Tinder? 
 
DAVID: I hadn’t gotten laid in awhile?  
 
HOST 2: [Laughs] 
 
HOST: So we’re already seeing some conflict here, between what different users want out of the app.                 
This isn’t necessarily related to Elo scores, but we’ll come back to this, so keep it in mind.  
 



ETC., ETC., UNTIL FIN!  


